Seasonality and the requirements for perpetuation and eradication of viruses in populations.
Perpetuation of a virus in a population is distinct from the ability to persist in a cell culture or individual host. Parameters which determine perpetuation include: 1) the size of the population; 2) the turnover of the population; 3) the proportion of immunes in the population; 4) the transmissibility of the infection; and 5) the generation time between sequential infections. These parameters may be grouped into two composite factors which most directly affect transmission dynamics and perpetuation: (a) population turnover per generation period, and (b) transmissibility or the fraction of susceptibles infected per existing infection. Perpetuation in small populations usually requires either the ability to persist in individuals or rapid population turnover. Conversely, human viruses which initiate only acute infections require larger populations to persist. Seasonal variation in transmissibility can greatly increase the minimum population size in which persistence is possible, and we argue that the population size of 500,000 for measles persistence (described by Bartlett) is primarily a consequence of seasonal variation. Computer modelling can be used to examine the effect of changes in parameters which determine the seasonal cycle of virus perpetuation and fadeout. Finally, human infections are reviewed to indicate those which have been eradicated (smallpox), are on the threshold of eradication (poliomyelitis), are possibly eradicable (measles), or could be candidates for future efforts (hepatitis A and hepatitis B). In developing a strategy for eradication two points are of great potential utility: first, the seasonal trough should be exploited as a time for effective intervention; and, second, containment efforts should be directed at epidemiologically important population groupings such as schools.